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Annotation. Purpose: to find out the current trends regarding the use of students coping strategies. Objectives of the 
study were to identify the coping strategies that are used by students in the cognitive, emotional and behavioral areas, as 
well as the identification of adaptive, non-adaptive and adaptive choices regarding their coping behavior. Material: the 
study involved 600 students (300 – boys, 300 – girls). Age of study participants was 17 – 19 years. Results: the level of  
students using a number of cognitive, emotional and behavioral strategies has been identified according to the method 
of E.Heim. The tendencies for the use of students of adaptive, maladaptive and adaptive coping relatively fundamental 
idea lies behind. Conclusions: the most common coping strategy for students in the cognitive sphere is "self-
preservation" in the emotional sphere is "optimism" in the behavioral field is "a distraction." The use of adaptive 
strategies of students quantify exceedes the use of maladaptive and relatively adaptive (except for behavioral adaptive 
strategies of boys and girls).  
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Introduction
1
 

 High requirements to professional level of modern specialists, complexity of his training and high cost of it; in 
number of cases extreme character of working conditions, require appropriate psychological and psycho-physical 
fitness. In its structure the so-called “coping-strategies” take important place. It is connected with the fact that efficiency 
of professional functioning in difficult (and more over in extreme) conditions to large extent depend on formation of 
specialists’ strategies of coping-behavior. Coping strategies are especially important for specialists, who, in their 
professional functioning, endure stresses or increased emotional loads.  
 In psychology coping strategy is understood as rational, reasonable, adaptive behavior, oriented on removal or 
psychological overcoming of critical situation. It is considered that copying depends on human personality, actual 
situation, conditions of social support. It manifests in behavior, in emotional and cognitive spheres of personality. It is 
noted that psychological significance of coping implies effective adaptation of a person to situational requirements, 
permitting to cope with situation, to avoid it or to adapt to it and, thus, to damp its negative, stress influence.  
 Such academic discipline as physical education can also make a contribution into students’ training for 
effective coping-behavior. One of tasks, which, in the author’s opinion, can be effectively solved within the frames of 
psychological and psycho-physical training at physical culture lessons 8, 9], is preparation of students for effective 
usage of coping strategies in future professional activity. Significance of this task is also witnessed by the fact that 
psychologists (for example D.O. Leontyev) include coping strategies in structure of personality’s potentials. The latter 
is regarded as integral systemic characteristic of personality’s individual-psychological features, which permit for 
personality to base on steady inner criteria and bench-marks in his (her) life activity and to preserve stability of 
orientations and effective functioning in conditions of pressure and variable environment [7]. In our opinion this 
component is rather important exactly for professional functioning and, that is why, shall purposefully be formed in 
higher educational establishments.  
 When planning formation of students’ skills to effective usage of coping strategies it is necessary to clear 
understand existing trends, connected with these components of psychological readiness for future professional activity. 
Solution of this task will permit to work out criteria and requirements to students in process of their psychological and 
psycho-physical training, to work out effective methodic of psychological  fitness’s formation in process of physical 
education.  
 At present, problems of coping behavior of people are researched in the base of material of different kinds of 
activity as well as on the base of material of different age and social strata’s representatives. We can note the works of 
L.A. Alexandrova [1], К.І.Kornieva [5], А.І. Prikhidko [10], Ye. I. Rasskazova and Т.О. Gordyeyeva [11],  О.І.Sklen 
[12], S.A. Khazova [14], І.V. Shagarova [15], G.Bouchard [17], B.Compas [19], R.Lasarus [21]. Such works as [3, 4, 6, 
13, 16, 18, 20] as well as many other are also of significant interest. There were studied such questions as: mechanism 
of coping-strategy’s influence, its interconnection with human personality’s resources and other psychological 
characteristic, age and sex distinctions and etc. It was determined that for coping with stress a person uses own coping 
strategies. Their choice depends on personal experience and psychological reserves.  

In physical education there also exists interest to studying of students’ psychological components. In this 
context the work by S.I. Bielov [2] shall be mentioned.  
 In psychology basic coping-strategies are considered to be: strategy of “solution of problem”, strategy of 
“seeking of social support” and strategy of “avoiding”. The first is classified as active behavioral structure, in using of 
which a person apply own resources for seeking of possible solutions of a problem. The second is also regarded as 
active behavioral strategy: person appeal to surrounding people for assistance (family, friends and so on). The third 
strategy is considered also to be a behavioral strategy, with using of which person tries to avoid contact with 
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surrounding people, wants to “press out” solution of problem. It is considered that situational application of all three 
strategies is the most effective.  
 Methodic of coping strategy’s studying was developed by E.Heim. He marked out cognitive, emotional and 
behavioral coping strategies. These strategies were, in their turn, divided in three groups: adaptive variants of coping 
behavior; not adaptive and relatively adaptive variants of coping behavior. In our opinion it is purposeful to use 
methodic of E.Heim for studying of students’ coping strategies. It permits to analyze 26 situational-specific variants of 
coping. With it diagnostic procedure does not take much time. Processing of received data is also rather simple.  
 The research has been fulfilled in compliance with topical plans of scientific-research works of physical 
education department of Rail way transport Dniepropietrovsk national university, named after V. A. Lazariev and is a 
part of topic “Theoretical-methodological and pedagogic principles of psychological and psycho-physical training of 
students in process of physical education” (state registration number 0113U006237). 
  Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods  

The purpose of the work is to determine existing trends, related to usage of coping strategies in students’ life 
activity.  

The tasks of the research:  
1. To determine coping strategies, applied by students in cognitive, emotional and behavioral spheres.  
2. To find out adaptive, not adaptive and relatively adaptive coping strategies, used by students. 

Material of the research: in the research 600 students of Dniepropietrovsk national university of railway 
transport, named after V.A. Lazariev, participated. 300 were boys and 300 were girls. Age of participants was 17-19 
years.  

The methods of the research:  
 Diagnostic of coping strategies, used by students in their life activity was carried out by methodic of E.Heim, 
adapted by L.I. Vasserman.   
 From statistical methods we used grouping and graph plotting of experimental data.  
 Results of the research 

 Cognitive coping strategies, used by boys, are presented in table 1.  
Table 1. 

Cognitive coping strategies, used by boys, (N=300) 
Cognitive coping strategies Quantity % 

Ignoring 8 3 
Humility 4 1.5 
Dissimulation 31 10 
Self-control  78 26 
Analysis of problem  55 18 
Relativity  31 10 
Religiousness  5 2 
Confusion 4 1.5 
Seeking of sense 61 20 
Determination of own value  23 8 
  

As we can see in the table such strategy as “ignoring” is used by 8 students, 3 %. “Humility” as strategy of 
cognitive copying was characteristic for 4 students (1.5 %). Strategy of “dissimulation” was applied  by 31 students (10 
%). “Self control” was practiced by 78 students - 26 %. “Analysis of problem” was cognitive strategy for 55 students 
(18 %). “Relativity” was used in life activity by 31 students (10 %). “Religiousness” as strategy was intrinsic to 5 
students - 2 %. «Seeking of sense” as strategy was used by 61 students (20 %). Strategy “determination of own value” 
was characteristic for 23 students (8 %). “Confusion” as a strategy was declared by 4 students (1.5 %). 

Emotional coping strategies of boys are given in table 2.  
Table 2. 

Emotional coping strategies of boys (N=300) 
Emotional coping strategies  Quantity % 

Protest 16 5.33 
Emotional release  0 0 
Suppression of emotions 43 14.33 
Optimism 210 70 
Passive cooperation 4 1.33 
Obedience 0 0 
Self-accusation 27 9 
Aggressiveness  0 0 
 
 In the table we can see that “protest” as strategy is used by 16 students (5.33 %). Strategy of “suppression of 
emotions” was used by 43 students (14.33 %). The most wide spread strategy of emotional copying was “optimism” it 
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was mentioned by 210 students, i.e. 70 %. Strategy “passive cooperation” was called by 4 students (1.33 %). “Self-
accusation” was intrinsic to 27 students (9 %). We did not registered application by students of such strategies as 
“obedience”, “aggressiveness” and “emotional release”.  
 The boys’ behavioral coping strategies are given in table 3.  

Table 3. 
Boys’ behavioral coping strategies (N=300) 

Behavioral coping strategies  Quantity % 
Distraction 97 32.33 
Altruism  12 4 
Active avoiding 27 9 
Compensation 12 4 
Constructive activity  16 5.33 
Retarding 27 9 
Cooperation 74 24.66 
Appealing 35 11.66 
 
 Strategy of “distraction” was used by 97 students- 32.33 %. “Altruism” as a strategy was declared by 12 
students (4 %). “Active avoiding” is used by 27 students (9 %). “Compensation” was characteristic for 12 students (4 
%).”Constructive activity” as own strategy was applied by 16 students that was 5.33 %. “Retarding” as strategy was 
used by 27 students (9 %). Strategy “cooperation” was used by 74 students (24,66 %). “Appealing” as strategy turned 
out to be characteristic for 35 students – 11.66 %. 
 Cognitive coping strategies, used by girls are given in table 4. “Ignoring” was characteristic for 4 girl students 
(1.33 %). “Dissimulation” as cognitive coping strategy was practiced by 52 girls (17.33 %). Such strategy as self-
control” was applied by 66 girl students, or 22 %. “Analysis of problem” was characteristic for 30 girl students (10 %). 
Strategy “relativity” was registered in 39 girl students (13 %). “Religiousness” was intrinsic to 13 girls (4.33 %). 
Strategy “confusion” was noted by 9 girls ((3 %). “ Seeking of sense “ as strategy was diagnosed at 44 girl students 
(14.66 %). “Determination of own value “ as strategy was determined in 43 girls (14.33 %). Such strategy as “humility” 
was not registered among girls.  

Table 4. 
Cognitive coping strategies, used by girls (N=3000) 

Cognitive coping strategies Quantity % 
Ignoring 4 1.33 
Humility 0 0 
Dissimulation 52 17.33 
Self-control  66 22 
Analysis of problem  30 10 
Relativity  39 13 
Religiousness  13 4.33 
Confusion 9 3 
Seeking of sense 44 14.66 
Determination of own value  43 14.33 
 
 Emotional coping strategies of girl students are presented in table 5. Such strategy as «protest” was diagnosed 
at 13 girl students (4.33 %). “Emotional release” as strategy was used by 9 girls (3 %). Strategy “suppression of 
emotions” was characteristic for 61 girl students, i.e. 20.33%.  Like in sample of boys the most widespread emotional 
coping strategy of girls was “optimism”. It was diagnosed at 174 girl students that was 58 %. “Passive cooperation” as 
own strategy was called by 13 girl students (4.33 %). “Self-accusation” was mentioned by 4 girls (1.33 %). Such 
strategy as “aggressiveness” was found at 13 girl students that was 4.33 %. 

Table 5. 
Emotional coping strategies of girls (N=300) 

Emotional coping strategies Quantity % 
Protest 13 4.33 
Emotional release  9 3 
Suppression of emotions 61 20.33 
Optimism 174 58 
Passive cooperation 13 4.33 
Obedience 13 4.33 
Self-accusation 4 1.33 
Aggressiveness  13 4.33 
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 The girls’ behavioral coping strategies are given in table 6. 
Table 6. 

Girls’ behavioral coping strategies (N=300) 
Behavioral coping strategies  Кількість % 

Distraction 87 29 
Altruism  30 10 
Active avoiding 65 21.66 
Compensation 13 4.33 
Constructive activity  22 7.33 
Retarding 48 16 
Cooperation 26 8.66 
Appealing 9 3 
 
 Strategy “distraction” was registered at 87 girl students that made 29 %. “Altruism” as strategy was registered 
at 30 girl students (10 %). Strategy “active avoiding” was practiced by 65 girls (21.66 %). Strategy “compensation” was 
used by 13 girls (4.33 %). “Constructive activity” was characteristic for 22 girl students (7.33 %). Application of 
strategy “retarding” was declared by 48 girl students (16 %). “Cooperation” as own strategy was called by 26 girl 
students (8.66 %). Strategy “appeal” was registered at 9 girl students (3 %). 
 E.Heim included in adapting cognitive coping strategies the following: “analysis of problem”, “determination 
of own value” and “self control”. They are forms of behavior, oriented on analysis of difficulties and possible ways out 
of them; increasing of self evaluation and self control; more profound understanding of own personality as a value; 
belief in own resources in overcoming of difficult situations. In adapting emotional copying strategies he relates: 
“protest”, “optimism”. These strategies are characterized by emotional state with active indignation and protest towards 
difficulties and by belief in way out from any, even the most difficult, situation. Behavioral adapting copying strategies 
include: “cooperation”, “appeal”, “altruism”. They are strategies, which imply personality’s cooperation with more 
significant (more experienced) people, seeking of support in close social environment or offering it to close people for 
overcoming of difficulties.  
 Not adapting cognitive strategies include: “humility”, “dissimulation”, “confusion” and “ignoring”. They are 
passive forms of behavior, characterized by refuse to overcome difficulties, caused by absence of belief in own forces 
and intellectual resources, by conscious underestimation of troubles. Not adapting emotional copying strategies include: 
“suppressing of emotions”, “obedience”, “self- accusation”, “aggressiveness”. These variants of behavior are 
characterized by suppressed, hopeless emotional state, obedience, feeling of anger and accusation of oneself and other. 
Not adapting behavioral strategies are: “active avoiding”, “retarding”. For such variants of behavior it is characteristic 
to avoid thoughts about troubles, passivity, loneliness, calmness, isolation, wish to avoid active contacts, refusal to 
solve problems.  
 Relatively adapting cognitive coping strategies, in opinion of E.Heim, are: “relativity”, “seeking of sense”, and 
“religiousness”. With such forms of behavior activity of personality is oriented on evaluation of difficulties in 
comparison with other people, on giving special sense to their overcoming, on belief in God and stability of belief when 
meeting problems.  Relatively adapting emotional strategies are: “emotional release” and “passive cooperation”. They 
are characterized by behavior, oriented either on release of tension, which are connected with problems or on 
transferring of responsibility for solution of problems to other people. Concerning adapting behavior strategies, they 
include: “compensation”, “distraction”, “constructive activity”. When using such strategies, person’s behavior is 
characterized by strive for temporary distraction from problem’s solution with the help of alcohol, medicine, penetration 
in favorite business, travels, fulfillment of own cherished wishes.  
 Processing of data, obtained in our research by method of Heim, showed the following.  In sample of boys it 
was found that usage of cognitive adapting strategies is characteristic for 52 % of students. Cognitive not adapting 
strategies were registered at 16 % of students. Application of cognitive relatively adapting strategies is characteristic for 
32 % of students.  
 Emotional adapting coping strategies are characteristic for behavior of 75.33 % of students. Using of emotional 
not adapting strategies is intrinsic to 23.33 % of students. Application of emotional, relatively adapting strategies was 
diagnosed in 1.33 % of students.  
 Application of behavioral adapting coping strategies was determined at 40.32 % of students. Behavioral not 
adapting strategies were intrinsic to 18 % of students. Using of relatively adapting behavioral strategies was diagnosed 
at 41.66 % of students. The mentioned data are given in table 7.  
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Table 7. 
Adapting, not adapting and relatively adapting coping strategies of boys (%)N=300 

Variants of coping behavior Cognitive coping strategies Emotional coping strategies Behavioral coping 
strategies 

Adapting 52 % 75.33 % 40.32 % 
Not adapting 16 % 23.33 % 18 % 
Relatively adapting 32 % 1.33 % 41.66 % 
 
 In girls’ sample we found that application of cognitive adapting coping strategies was characteristic for 46.33 
% of girls. Cognitive not adapting strategies are used by 21.66 % of girls. Usage of cognitive, relatively adapting 
strategies was intrinsic to 31.99 % of girl students.  
 62.33% of girls use emotional adapting strategies. Emotional not adapting strategies are characteristic for 30.32 
% of girl students. Emotional, relatively adapting strategies were declared by 7.33 % of girl students.  
 21.66% of girls use behavioral adapting coping strategies. Not adapting behavioral strategies are used by 37.66 
% of girls. студенток. Behavioral, relatively adapting strategies were used by 40.66 % of girl students. These data are 
given in table 8.  

Table 8. 
Adapting, not adapting and relatively adapting coping strategies of girls ( %,) N=300 

Variants of coping behavior Cognitive coping strategies Emotional coping strategies Behavioral coping 
strategies 

Adapting 46.33 % 62.33 % 21.66 % 
Not adapting  21.66 %  30.32 %  37.66 % 
Relatively adapting 31.99 %  7.33 %  40.66 % 
 
 Analyzing the received data we can note the following. In cognitive sphere the most widespread coping 
strategy is “self control”. It was 26% for boys and 22% for girls. In emotional sphere the most widespread strategy was 
“optimism” – 70% for boys and 58% for girls. In behavioral sphere we registered “distraction” as the most often 
used.32.33% of boys use this strategy and 29% of girls.    
 
There is certain prevalence in students’ using of adaptive strategies in comparison with not adaptive and relatively 
adaptive. With it, it concerns both cognitive and emotional strategies as well as behavioral ones (excluding girls’ and 
boys behavioral strategies).  

Among adapting coping strategies students’ using of adaptive emotional strategies in comparison with adapting 
cognitive and behavioral ones is much oftener. For girls it is at level of 62.33 %, for boys – 75.33 %. For comparison: 
adapting cognitive strategies were at level of 46.33 % for girls and 52 % for boys. Adapting behavioral strategies were 
registered at levels of 21.66 % for girls and 40.32 % for boys. In our opinion, for explanation of this fact it is necessary 
to fulfill special psychological researches.  
 It should also be noted that among not adapting coping strategies the least are used: cognitive not adapting 
strategies of girls (21.66 %), cognitive not adapting strategies of boys (16 %), behavioral not adapting strategies of boys 
18 %). It is interesting that these figures are rather big and require appropriate pedagogic work. Usage of the following 
not adapting strategies is also significant: emotional not adapting strategies of girls (30.32 %), behavioral not adapting 
strategies of girls (37.66 %), emotional not adapting strategies of boys (23.33 %). In this case pedagogic work is also 
demanded.  
 Among relatively adapting coping strategies the most seldom are used the following strategies: emotional 
relatively adapting strategies (7.33 % - girls) and the same by boys - (1.33 %). At the same time rather significant is 
usage of the following relatively adapting strategies: cognitive (31.99% - girls), behavioral (40.66 %- girls), behavioral, 
relatively adapting strategies 41.66% - boys.  
 In our opinion pedagogic work, orienting students on effective usage of coping strategies, shall be conducted in 
process of physical education, is in its structure psychological and psycho-physical training are realized [8]. With it the 
main task will be, on the one hand formation of students’ knowledge about usage of coping strategies and, on the other 
hand, formation of professionally important structural components of personality.  
 Conclusions:  

1. The most widespread coping strategies of students are: a) in cognitive sphere – “self control”; b) in emotional 
sphere – “optimism”; c) in behavioral sphere – “distraction”. 

2. In comparison with not adapting and relatively adapting strategies students use much oftener adapting 
strategies (except behavioral adapting strategies both among girls and boys).  

3. Among adapting coping strategies the most wide spread are adapting emotional strategies (for girls and boys).  
4. Among not adapting copying strategies the most widespread is using of the following: emotional and 

behavioral not adapting strategies of girls and emotional not adapting strategies of boys.  
5. Among relatively adapting coping strategies the most widespread are: cognitive and behavioral relatively 

adapting strategies of girls, cognitive, relatively adapting strategies of boys. 



 

  

6. Students require special training in sphere of coping.  
Further researches will be oriented on analysis of physical education’s opportunities for formation of students’ 
skills to effectively use coping strategies.  
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